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Sacred
Almanac
2011

Visit us or
call us today!
Business Hours
Mondays – Fridays 11:00am – 6:00pm
Saturdays 11:00am – 5:00pm
Ph 03 9078 6596
SMS 0411 241 688 / 0413 731 835
wofsmelb@fengshuified.com
www.fengshuified.com

This Sacred
Almanac
highlights all the
most beneficial
days for sacred
practices such as offering pujas,
doing good deeds, meditations and
charity to remove obstacles in your
life and to enhance your happiness.

AVAILABLE NOW from $19.90

Feng Shui Forecast and Updates 2011
Year of the Golden Rabbit One-Day
Seminar.
Registration starts now. Many important updates
for this year especially with the clashing of
elements. If you have not received the flyer on our
program for this seminar, please call or email us to
receive one. Don’t miss out!
Melbourne
Canberra
Price

2nd April, 9th April , 10am-5pm
23rd April, 10am – 5pm
$89

Each seminar is limited to 40 seats only.

Highlights
March to April
Good Dates to Create
Wealth Vase this Month
8th Mar 01
- 1pm-3pm
Conflict animal

- Dragon

11th Mar 01

- 3pm-5pm

Conflict animal

- Sheep

13th Mar 01

- 11am-1pm

Conflict animal

- Rooster

17th Mar 01
Conflict animal

- 9am-1pm
- Ox

1st Apr 01
Conflict animal

- 5pm-7pm
- Dragon

2nd April 01

- 11am-1pm,
- 5pm-7pm
- Snake

Conflict animal
4th April 01
Conflict animal

- 11am-1pm
- 3pm -5pm
- Sheep

Moving on with excitement ahead!
And so we are very excited that we will

flying star numbers in each of the nine

be having a seminar coming up soon! I

sectors in a household. So be sure to put

hope that you will find the time and be

the correct cures and enhancers to get the

able to join us to get updated precisely

best out of the worse! If you are still not

and seize all opportunities coming your

sure, please do call us and find out more,

way this year. I will be presenting a

as we would be more than happy to guide

detailed forecast and updates that will

you through this severe month.

“ In a controversy the

gear you up and prepare you on which

Those creating a wealth vase this month,

instant we feel anger we

would be the great months for you and

fantastic timing if you are able to put it in

have already ceased

when to lay low. Register yourself soon as

the

we will be limiting the seats to 40 only so

What’s more, this is a great year to create

we can have a more personalize time with

a wealth vase due to the missing Earth

you. On other matters, this month would

Elements in the chart.

striving for the truth, and
have begun striving for
ourselves ”
-B-

either be a really great or really the
worse for you as we are seeing double

correct

money

Lots of love,

churning

sector!!

Jancy TL

Is your house or office
facing EAST?
Be sure to take extra
measures and
protection this month
as we move into a new
month that will
severely effect the
EAST facing
properties.
6th March – 4th April

EAST Facing Houses are badly afflicted with #5 stars
this month, double double whammy!
Please

take

care

and

This deadly combination will bring

If this sector in your home is not the

for

those

severe misfortune and loss of money

main door, try to minimize activity

staying in an EAST Facing house.

especially

done in this sector.

As you may all already know that this

household. The energy in this sector

Do try to activate the other good

year the annual Five Yellow Star and

can create danger of illness and

sectors in the house as this month, it

Misfortune Star (Tai Sui) are in the

serious accidents.

is a double numbered in each sector

EAST sector which makes it a double

If you have a main door in this

with the annual & monthly stars

whammy

the

direction, please find the appropriate

combination. For instance if you have

monthly star #5 and Misfortune Star

cures and placed it immediately. You

a Northwest sector in your home and

(Tai Sui) are paying a visit to this

can use home remedy cures such as

since this year it is the #8 star, this

same sector this month. What could

the Salt Metal Cure or get a Five

month it is also the #8 star and if you

be worse than a double double

Element Pagoda, Six Rod Windchime

activate this sector correctly, you will

whammy!

or even hang a Kalachakra Plaque.

get double whammy joy!!

With many new cures and enhancers

put in the NW sector this year would

arriving at the shop this week, one of

bring a lot of luck for wealth luck.

our favourite would have to be the

Come soon to the shop and have a

Buddha box and the Buddha book. It

look at all the new arrivals. It is a

helps one understand further on what

good time to check once again if you

Buddhism

have anything that you missed out on

precaution

this

but

extra
month

what’s

more

At The Shop

to

is

the

all

man

about.

of

the

Very

interesting.

the last time you visited.

The Crystal Globe with Tree of Life is

While you are at the shop, find out

another beautiful item that is a must

about the upcoming seminar that we

have in the house. You can actually

will be having soon!

spin the globe and with this being
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Water Crystal and
Empowerment Mirror $49

“Lucky” Keychain
$85

Red Dragon Amulet
with Red Jewel $49

Flaming Magic Wheel
Plaque $76.90

Crystal Globe with Tree of Life
$98.50

Latest Arrival
5 Element Tree of Life
Ringing Bell $139

River Stone with Sacred
Symbol $7.60 each

Wishfulfilling Glass
Pebbles $3.10 each

Come check out the newest additional
that has just arrived this week.
The beautiful Crystal Globe, engraved
with the Jeweled Tree of Life and six
Birds brings opportunities. In 2011 the
Earth element is missing in the charts and
placing crystal in your home balances out
the year's shortage of Earth. The branches
have been designed with jewels to
enhance earth energy even further. The
globe itself is in the shape of a perfect
sphere, to bring harmony in relationships
at home and at work. The Tree of Life
brings life where there is no life, and the
birds on the trees transform misfortune
into opportunities. The base is inscribed
with wealth and success affirmations to
attract good fortune. In 2011, move it into
the Northwest to bring mentor luck and
support the Wealth 8 Star.

The Water Crystal and Empowerment
Mirror
Talisman
were
specially
designed to address the missing water
element in the Year of the Tiger 2010 and
severe shortage of water in the Year of
the Golden Rabbit 2011. In both these
years the Four Pillar's Chart reveal that
wealth and resources are scarce and the
clashing energy in 2011 deepen the
severity of the situation. Hence, all those
who are in business or are having trouble
with finding cash need to tap the power of
water by carrying this little amulet, which
contains a small amount of water to
correct the years' imbalance. The crystal
globule container also addresses the
missing Earth element in the 2011 Rabbit
Chart.

(continued)
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This talisman features a beautiful
Empowerment Mantra Mirror that has
the benefit of absorbing your
financial woes and turning them it
into
positive
outcomes.
The
Empowerment Mantra gives you the
power
to
actualize
all
your
undertakings. If you're in sales,
account management, running a
business or managing the money in
your household, carry charm close to
you at all times by hooking it to your
bag, handbag or car rear view
mirror. You may also hang it by your
windows.
“Lucky” Keychain with Tassel
bring luck on your side with this
auspicious key chain that features the
word LUCKY. Made in chrome silver
and embedded with brilliant zirconia
crystals, carrying this beautiful
accessory attracts good luck into
your life. The U in the word "lucky"
has been designed as a horseshoe,
thus providing you with protection
against harm as well. The classy faux
leather tassel is made in blue to
capture the essence of water, to give
you a boost in wealth and career
luck. Clip it on your handbags or
laptop bags, and bring fortune with
you everywhere you go.
This Flaming Magic Wheel Plaque
is the Dharmachakra eight-spokes
wheel surrounded by a circle of fire,
indicating fire and gold energy.
Inscribed in the circle is a very
powerful mantra for subduing
quarrelsome
energy
directed
towards you. This talisman can
effectively reduce gossip, slander,
and office politics and even help you
avoid court cases and legal
entanglements. If you can consecrate
these magic fire wheels, they are
also effective protection against spirit
harm.

In 2011, wear this powerful Red
Dragon Amulet with Red Jewel to
protect you from the quarrelsome
number 3 star that has flown to the
North sector of your home. On one
side of the amulet is a fierce but
beautiful Dragon in flaming red (fire)
to control the Wood energy of the 3,
and his right hand a powerful sword
to fend off obstacles related to legal
authorities. On the other side is the
powerful OMANI mantra to enlist the
protection from the cosmic forces.
The red jewel in the shape of triangle
(fire) absorbs quarrelsome energy.
Wear it on your handbag or as a key
chain, especially if you are born
under the animal sign of the Horse or
if you have a bedroom located in the
North.
This 5 Element Tree of Life is an
excellent Singing Bell produces a
pure and loud multiplying metallic
sound that instantly clears away
negative energy in any living space.
Made from seven types of metals, its
handle carries the shape of the 5
elements and is hence a powerful
remedy against the nasty Five Yellow
that occupies the East in the Year of
the Rabbit. In 2011 this particularly
affects those born in the Year of the
Rabbit or those who have an
entrance, sliding door or bedroom in
the East sector of their office or
home. Hence this bell is specially
designed to cope with the 5 Yellow in
2011 as its dome has been engraved
with the auspicious Tree of Life that
symbolizes the Wood element and
the growth of new life. The birds on
the Tree of Life also symbolize
opportunities. The dome of the bell is
empowered with the OM AH HUM
mantra, and each time this bell is
rung, the sound purifies the space
and chases away any spirits who

Fill your home with these River
Stones embossed with precious
mantras and auspicious symbols to
invite good fortune and lucky earth
energy into your home.
Big Auspicious
Fortune Mirror
$112
Want to grow more
magnetic
and
powerful each day? Place this special
Big Auspicious mirror on your
dressing table or your office desk to
absorb eight types of problems and
transform them into eight types of
good Fortune. Each time you see
yourself on the mirror, good fortune
is being reflected onto your face. The
mirror is encircled with a garland of
Om Ah Hum Mantras that bring
protection and helps you fulfill your
wishes. On the other side is a Lotus
with 8 petals on its outer-fold, and
symbolizes pure beauty that arises
out of a pool of mud and dirt, thus
empowering you to shine even in the
midst of adversity. Surrounding the
mirror is the powerful Dependent
Arising Mantra that gives you the
magnetic power of beauty. This is a
wonderful talisman to help animal
signs that have afflicted stars in their
sectors, as it enables you to capture
the power of the Big Auspicious Stars
that appear in four 15-degree
compass directions each year.

Wishfulfilling
Glass
Coloured
Pebbles with auspicious sayings are
effective empowerment tools to
bring you good fortune luck. The
stones are carved with various
positive affirmations that impress
onto
the
subconscious
mind,
triggering it into action. Display
these auspicious pebbles in a bowl,
use in your fish aquarium, wealth
ship, or pepper them throughout the
home to manifest fabulous good
fortune in your life!
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enhances an Earth Element person.
Notice how the shape of the dress is
rather pointy to the top and at the
bottom, this is another fire element
that has been put to play.

From the studs to the shapes and
colours all representing Metal
Element that is her main element.
Kua #

Notice how
the suit that
Christian
Bale is
wearing
has really
fine cuts
that shapes
up to his
Fire
Element?

Feng Shui
M fashionfied
Fashion at the Oscar, one
night of fabulous colourful
elements galore!
See how the stars dress up with their
favourable colour to suit their
element based on their “Kua”
numbers.

Kua #

4 Wood Element

Fabulous colours: green, dark brown
2nd fab colours: black, blue
Fabulous Shapes: rectangular
2nd fab Shape: wavy

Well what can you say about a man
in a tux? Except that the black colour
of the suit is a fab colour on him and
it is the element of the water that
enhance the wood element character
of Colin Firth. Thank god he has
wavy hair to go with it!
Kua #

7 Metal Element

Fabulous colours: white, gold, silver
2nd fab colours: yellow, light brown
Fabulous Shapes: round
2nd fab Shape: square

Kua #

8 Earth Element

Fabulous colours: yellow, light brown
2nd fab colours: red, orange, purple
Fabulous Shapes: Square
2nd fab Shape: triangle

Natalie Portman spotted in a purple
dress that enhances her every bit.
Purple is her secondary colour and it
represents the Fire Element that

9 Fire Element

Fab colours: red, orange, purple
2nd fab colours: green, dark brown
Fabulous Shape: triangle
2nd fab Shape: rectangular

Dress for
success is
what Jackie
Weaver is
aiming.
With the
entire metal
element
going round
her is really
amazing.

Yes, that shape triangle, sharp
edges represents fire that is best
suited for him. Since we can’t
possibly get him to suit up in red,
orange or purple so the shapes
would help in this manner.
Kua #

6 Metal Element

Fab colours: white, gold, silver
2nd fab colours: yellow, brown
Fabulous Shapes: round
2nd fab Shape: square

A very fantastic year for Ms
Anne Hathaway. Combining her
element sign with animal sign,
kua number, and flying star
sector which are Year of the Dog
that resides in the NW sector, the
flying star this year happens to
be 8 and NW is
the sector for
Metal as well
and
her
personal
growth
direction based
on
her
kua
number.
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Coming Soon

Have you voted on when would be the best day and time
for a feng shui gathering? If not, please vote at
www.fengshuified.com
Be a M-VIP today! Register with us and get more perks
than you will ever know! Call us to find out more.

Register yourself for the Feng Shui Forecast 2011 and find
out what the Year of the Metal Rabbit has to offer. Coming
to locations near to you! Ticket priced at $89.

198 Feng Shui Ways to
Transform your Life $49

A Illustrated Encyclopedia
Of Feng Shui $122.80

Have fun with numbers and learn how to be creative by
using this numbers to enhance money income, fame &
recognition. What number are you? M-numero One Day
Workshop, register now! Introductory Price $499.

Feng Shui Dictionary
$53.50

M fengshuified Australia Pty Ltd
112 Moray Street, South Melbourne VIC 3205 Australia
PH 03 9078 6596

SMS 0411 241 688 / 0413 731 835

wofsmelb@fengshuified.com
www.fengshuified.com
Mondays – Fridays
Saturdays

www.wofs.com.au
11am – 6pm
11am – 5pm

168 Feng Shui Ways to A
Calm & Happy Life $46.30

